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FORWARD

The purpose of this paper is to summarize the findings of the public
consultation process undertaken by the Samuel de Champlain Monument
Working Group.
The Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group was established in the Fall
of 2018 with a mandate to pursue public consultation and report back to
Council and the Parks Canada Agency on an appropriate path forward for
Orillia’s Champlain Monument that is respectful and representative of both
Indigenous and non-Indigenous perspectives.
Following the Monument’s removal for restoration work in 2017, the Parks
Canada Agency and the City of Orillia experienced a rise in inquiries and media
attention related to the piece. This included varying degrees of support for and
opposition to the Monument stemming from its representation of First Nations.
With this in mind, the Working Group set out to establish a robust public
consultation process to encourage participation and fully understand the issues
surrounding the piece. We were committed to developing an informative,
inclusive, and transparent process that included public workshops, one-on-one
stakeholder meetings, focused presentations by request and an online
questionnaire.
The final recommendations of the Working Group were not arrived at lightly; the
information presented herein demonstrates the complexity of the issue and
controversy surrounding the Monument. They were developed after careful
consideration of the information available to us through the public consultation
process, input from subject experts, research of the current debate over
monuments in general, and the work of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission. As mandated, the recommendations are meant to be respectful
and representative of both Indigenous and non-Indigenous perspectives and
seek to honour the past within the context of contemporary knowledge and
wisdom.
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BACKGROUND

The Champlain Monument is a public art installation
located within the City of Orillia’s Couchiching Beach
Park on a parcel of land owned and maintained by the
federal government. It was erected to commemorate the
advent into Ontario of Europeans under Champlain’s
leadership, and as a symbol of goodwill between the
French and English. Mr. Charles Harold Hale, publisher of
the Orillia Packet newspaper and community advocate,
first proposed the idea of the Monument to officers of
the Orillia Canadian Club following a trip to Quebec and
St. John, New Brunswick, both of which have their own
tributes to the French explorer.
Orillia was the logical site for the piece as the nearest
town to the Huron-Wendat capital of Cahiagué. Champlain came to the area with the HuronWendat to strengthen trade relationships and left with first-hand knowledge and experience
of their culture and traditions. Records show that they arrived at Cahiagué (which was
believed to be near present-day Warminster) on August 17, 1615, and was welcomed into the
village by Chief Darontal. Champlain notes in his journal that they passed through The
Narrows just outside of Orillia in September and later returned to Cahiagué, where he
wintered before setting out for Quebec in 1616.

THE UNVEILING
The Monument was commissioned to mark the 300th
anniversary of the French explorer's arrival in the region.
The unveiling was scheduled for August 17, 1915, but the
work was delayed due to World War One. It was finally
revealed on July 1, 1925, in front of roughly 10,000
spectators. Dignitaries included the Honorable Rodolphe
Lemieux, Speaker of the House, along with Vernon
March, the sculptor, Grand Chief Ovide Sioui of the
Hurons at Lorette, now the Huron-Wendat of Wendake,
Chief Big Canoe, and honourary Chief John Bigwind of
the Chippewas of Rama First Nation.
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The delay afforded Orillia the opportunity to garner national attention in the Monument’s
unveiling. The relationship between French and English speaking Canadians had long been
strained, which was further compounded by conscription. With this in mind, the ceremony
grew into a celebration of European exploration and the promotion of good will between
English and French Canada, a sentiment reflected in the final wording of the plaque.

MONUMENTAL FACTS
The Monument was created by Mr. Vernon March of
Farnborough, Kent, England, the sculptor who would later
go on to fashion the War Memorial in Ottawa. Orillia’s
Champlain Monument includes a 12-foot bronze
sculpture of the French explorer dressed for court along
with two sculpture groups and an interpretive plaque. The
plinth that it is standing on is made of Benedict Stone,
cast in situ, from Montreal and weighs 45 tons. The
budget was set at $20,000 but the delay due to the war
added $14,000 to the project, primarily due to inflation of
the price of bronze.
The men who posed for the piece were Chippewas from
Rama First Nation. “Stories are told of the men walking to
Orillia from Rama for the work and posing for 9 to 10 hours for the piece,” stated Mark
Douglas, Elder - Chippewas of Rama First Nation. While the Huron-Wendat were the major
trading partners with the French in 1615, they eventually moved to Wendake due to war and
disease. The Huron-Wendat Nation of Wendake, QC, are known descendants.

HURON-WENDAT NATION REPRESENTATION
Despite its grandeur and artistic merit, the Monument has faced scrutiny for its singular,
colonial perspective.
The sculpture groupings were designed to emphasize Champlain’s role in bringing
Christianity and Commerce to New France. Noted in the souvenir booklet of the 1925
unveiling, they portray the Huron-Wendat at the feet of Christianity and Commerce as though
they are receiving these gifts. Yet, the Huron-Wendat were not passive observers but major
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trading partners with the French. They guided Champlain from the habitation in Quebec to
the area to strengthen these relations, involving the French explorer in a war expedition
against the Iroquois threatening Huron-Wendat territory.
He was welcomed by Chief Darontal into the village of Cahiagué, the Huron-Wendat capital
and fished at The Narrows, just outside of Orillia where Lake Couchiching meets Lake Simcoe
before setting out for Iroquois country south of Lake Ontario. He was wounded in the
advance and wintered in Cahiagué as Chief Darontal’s guest. During this time, he would have
gained first-hand knowledge and experience of the Huron-Wendat culture and traditions.
This complex and cooperative relationship between Champlain and the Huron-Wendat
people is lost in Orillia’s Monument. While helping to set the Monument apart from others
observed by Hale, its portrayal of the Huron-Wendat people is a reflection of the prevailing
attitudes of superiority rather than historical events.
In 1913 when the piece was commissioned, Indigenous
people had few rights. They were not considered
Canadian citizens and therefore did not have the right to
vote. The Indian Act took away their right to practice their
culture, restricted their access to the courts, and took
away their right to gather in order to protest or even to
educate their children. First Nations people were not
involved in the re-enactment of Champlain’s arrival with
the Huron-Wendat held during the Monument’s
unveiling, portrayed instead by non-Indigenous
performers. The Chiefs in attendance would have
required special permission to be there through the
Department of Indian Affairs.
Undeniably a remarkable artistic achievement honouring the
French explorer, the Monument falls short in its accurate depiction of the reciprocal
relationship Champlain had with the Huron-Wendat people and the important role they
played in his trade mission and survival.
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RESTORATION WORK
Ownership and maintenance of the Monument, together with the parcel of land upon which it
sits, was transferred to the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources in 1955.
Today, the Parks Canada Agency is the Monument’s steward and maintains the piece. In 2015,
the Agency conducted a full condition assessment on the Monument amidst growing concern
related to the state of the steps and plinth. The final report recommended that both be
replaced along with the foundation and that conservation work on the statues be conducted
at the same time.
Restoration work began in 2017 and was set out in
three phases:
 Phase 1 - Demolition and removal work with
construction of a new foundation.
 Phase 2 - Conservation work on the bronze
statues and masonry steps along with the
fabrication of a new plinth.
 Phase 3 - Replacement of the staircase, plinth,
and Monument.
To date, the foundation and staircase have been re-constructed on the original site. The
bronze sculptures have been re-conditioned and are being stored until further consultation
with stakeholders.

DEVELOPMENTS
Since conducting the condition assessment, a number of developments have impacted the
restoration project.
 In 2015, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission completed its mandate, publishing
94 calls to action. In it was a commitment from the federal government to a renewed
Nation-to-Nation relationship with Indigenous peoples based on recognition of rights,
respect, co-operation and partnership.
 The restoration project and 400th anniversary commemorations of Champlain’s arrival
within the region have raised the profile of the Monument in the media. Concerns over
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the Monument’s representation of the Huron-Wendat people have been raised by
members of the public and Indigenous communities with the Parks Canada Agency
and the City of Orillia.
 In 2017, The Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario approved the following
motion as part of their Annual General Meeting, “To contribute $25 000 toward the

commissioning of an alternative art project in the vicinity of the current Champlain
Monument in Orillia to address the bias and insensitivity of the current Monument and
to demonstrate our support for the recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission.”
 Orillia City Council and the Honorable Catherine McKenna, also received letters from
the Huron-Wendat Nation expressing their concerns with the Monument’s
representation of its people. They were looking for further engagement in finding
alternatives to the Parks Canada Agency’s Champlain Monument in Orillia, stressing
the importance of working together in developing constructive educational initiatives
that reflect and showcase a common history within the area.
 Correspondence has also been received by the Parks Canada Agency and the City of
Orillia from residents supporting the return of the Monument in its original state,
including a petition from 59 residents (Petition # 421-02974 – dated Nov. 28, 2018).
As a result, the Parks Canada Agency placed the restoration project on hold and would not be
reinstalling the Monument until further consultation could occur. To that end, the city of
Orillia and Parks Canada jointly established a Working Group to pursue inclusive public
consultations and report back to Council and the Agency on an appropriate path forward for
the Champlain Monument that is respectful and representative of both Indigenous and nonIndigenous perspectives.
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At the request of the Parks Canada Agency, the creation of the Samuel de Champlain
Monument Working Group was ratified by City of Orillia Council on August 16, 2018 and met
formally for the first time in October 2018. The Working Group consisted of the following
voting members:








Parks Canada Agency (Co-Chair)
City of Orillia (Co-Chair)
Chippewas of Rama First Nation
Huron-Wendat Nation
Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario
Citizen at Large – City of Orillia resident
Citizen at Large – City of Orillia resident

The Citizen(s) at Large were advertised for and chosen by the City of Orillia by the means of a
call for submissions. A total of (6) complete submissions were received and vetted by the City
of Orillia Working Group Representatives.
The Working Group set out to develop a fulsome and inclusive consultation process that
included the creation of a Discussion Paper, a Frequently Asked Questions document, (3)
Public Workshops in Orillia, (4) Discussion Meetings in Rama First Nation, and a
Questionnaire.
Before the consultation process was officially launched, the Working Group invited a crosssection of subject matter experts to make one-on-one presentations to the Working Group.
The purpose of these presentations was to aid the Working Group in understanding the
history and issues surrounding the Monument. A total of (2) meetings were held to
accommodate (6) presentations along with a visit to Regent Park Public School where
members of the Working Group met with student leaders.
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Launched on the City of Orillia’s website on February 22, 2019, the public was encouraged to
attend a workshop and read through the Discussion Paper and FAQ’s document before taking
part in the questionnaire. The questionnaire asked the following;
1. Have you had an opportunity to participate in any of the following?
 I have attended a workshop.
 I have attended a workshop and have read the FAQ.
 I have read the discussion paper.
 I have read the discussion paper and attended a workshop.
 I have read the discussion paper, FAQ and attended the workshop FAQ.
 I have read the discussion paper and FAQ.
 I have read the FAQ and attended a workshop.
2. What is your preferred option for a path forward for the Monument that is
respectful and reflective of the area's shared history?
 Reinstall it as is with the addition of educational and interpretive pieces adjacent
to the Monument.
 Bring back the figures but in a different configuration.
 Do not reinstall it within the City of Orillia.
 Other, please specify.
3. Tell us why you chose your answer to Question 2.
4. The plaque accompanying the Monument states the following. “Erected to

commemorate the advent into Ontario of the white race, under the leadership of
Samuel de Champlain, the intrepid French explorer and colonizer, who, with fifteen
companions, arrived in these parts in the summer of 1615 and spent the following
winter with the Indians, making his headquarters at Cahiagué, the chief village of the
Hurons, which was near this place. A symbol of goodwill between the French and
English speaking people of Canada.”
What would be your preferred option for the plaque?
 Return it as is.
 Update the wording.

5. Please provide any other comments you may have regarding the Monument.
What is your postal code?
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For those that wished to engage in a deeper conversation around the Monument there were
a total of (3) public workshops held at various times and locations within the City of Orillia
and (2) in Rama First Nation by their representatives on the Working Group.
A comprehensive media campaign was undertaken to ensure the public was aware of the
consultation process.
 A memo was provided in the Council Information Package on February 15, 2019.
 An advertisement was placed in the Orillia Today newspaper distributed weekly free of
charge to each household in Orillia. The ad ran a total of (5) times - Feb 27, Mar 6,
March 14, April 4 and 11.
 Social media posts were published on the City of Orillia social media channels.
 1000 “info cards” were distributed by the Working Group at workshops and at the
Orillia City Centre.
 The Orillia City Centre Front lobby TV displayed a rotating ad from February 25, 2019
to April 30, 2019.
 Details regarding the consultation were published in the Information Orillia Hub
newsletter every week starting Mar 5, 2019 to April 30, 2019.
 Invitations were sent to Elders within Rama First Nation and information regarding the
process was included as part of their community meeting agenda.
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In Orillia, the workshops were facilitated by Michael Jones and Erin Dixon.
Michael Jones is a leadership educator, author and Juno nominated pianist/composer. He has
served with the Banff Centre, the Fetzer Institute and many other leading edge universities
and centres of learning. He has also been a guest speaker and conference facilitator for a
variety of companies and organizations including Quaker Foods / PepsiCo Global Nutrition
Group, The Greenleaf Centre for Servant Leadership, the International Leadership Association
and many others. Locally he has been Chair and Co-Chair of the Community Cultural
Roundtable for many years. Michael is widely recognized for his innovative work in bringing
together authentic leadership with his music, creative artistry and dialogue practice to further
the work of place-making, personal transformation and collective learning. Throughout his
work he asks how leaders can re-imagine places as living systems inspired by nature, art,
community and our deepening humanity.
Walking with vision and all of life in mind, Erin Dixon shares her Otipemisiwak-Métis heritage
and passion for life – from Indigenous science to living systems transformation. At home Erin
is a committed co-chair and facilitator for Feather Carriers Leadership for Life Promotion
[Indigenous Community Development Circle] and works with leaders and change makers
nationally at the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity where she is lead faculty for the Truth
and Reconciliation through Right Relations offering and Wise Practices for Indigenous
Leaders. She currently supports research towards the emergence of the Turtle Island Institute
at Waterloo University and on Wise Practices in Truth and Reconciliation through right
relations for the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity. A living landscape of synergy and
reciprocity has brought her together with her mentor Michael Jones - Wasan Island, Tamarack
Institute, The Nature Conservancy of Canada, The Good Work Institute at Bard College and
the Garrison Institute amongst other constellations. Erin carries a BA in Law and
Environmental Studies and a MA in Global Leadership from Royal Roads University, with postgraduate certification in Eco-Psychology. In 2017, Erin had the opportunity to attend a
month-long systems change residency, “Getting to Maybe” hosted at the Banff Centre and in
2015 grounded through the Bioregionalism by Design offering at Schumacher Institute
hosted by Regenesis Institute.
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Together with the Working Group, an audio/visual presentation was created to open the
Public Workshop sessions, followed by break-out groups to discuss and debate (3) key
questions related to the Monument. These questions were:
1. What is the story currently being told through the Monument?
2. What is the story we want to tell?
3. How do we go about telling this story? Challenges? Opportunities?
Participants were also invited to storyboard their thoughts and ideas using a variety of tools,
such as colour-coded post-it notes and large format table graphs. At the end of each breakout session, a member of each group was invited to report on the discussions of the group
for debate among the workshop participants as a whole. Over the course of the (3)
workshops, approximately 100 citizens took part. At the end of each workshop, the
participants were invited to take part in the on-line questionnaire. Paper copies of the
questionnaire were also provided, both at the workshops and at City Hall and were inputted
manually by the City of Orillia Parks, Recreation and Culture Department.
In addition, the Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group Representatives from Rama
First Nation presented at a community meeting in January 2019 and have met with the Elders
Council on 4 different occasions. During this process approximately 85 people participated.
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Over the course of the (2) month public consultation process, 1080 unique responses where
gathered using both on-line and manual questionnaires. The results were tabulated by the
Parks Canada Agency’s Chief Social Scientist under the Agency’s External Relations and Visitor
Experience Directorate.
It is important to note the questionnaire was a voluntary feedback tool/survey. While it was
open to everyone in the community, only those that chose (self-selected) to provide feedback
did so. In addition to the questionnaire, the Working Group considered all sources of
feedback to reach our recommendations.
The following table details the home province of respondents;
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
Quebec
Yukon

9
9
3
1
2
1053
1
1
1

1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
98%
0%
0%
0%

Within Ontario, the following table details respondents by postal code;
Orillia, ON

685

Barrie, ON

21

Toronto, ON

21

Kawartha Lakes, ON

9

Midland, ON

6

Peterborough, ON

4

Hamilton, ON

3

Kitchener - Cambridge - Waterloo, ON

3

Oshawa, ON

3

Ottawa - Gatineau, ON/QC

3
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Greater Sudbury, ON

2

Guelph, ON

2

London, ON

2

North Bay, ON

2

Owen Sound, ON

2

Sarnia, ON

2

St. Catharines - Niagara, ON

2

Wasaga Beach, ON

2

Belleville, ON

1

Collingwood, ON

1

Kingston, ON

1

Norfolk, ON

1

Strong MIZ (rural towns)
Moderate MIZ (rural towns)
Weak MIZ (rural town)
Territory (non-classified postal codes – not recognized or partial)

182
28
4
61

*to classify rural towns, need the city with the postal code (as there can be many small
towns in a single rural postal code) - Some of the rural towns may be associated with Orillia
or Midland (due to L3V), but system did not code
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Question # 1
1.

Have you had an opportunity to participate in any of the following?
I have attended a workshop.
I have attended a workshop and have read the FAQ.
I have read the discussion paper.
I have read the discussion paper and attended a workshop.
I have read the discussion paper, FAQ and attended the workshop FAQ.
I have read the discussion paper and FAQ.
I have read the FAQ and attended a workshop.
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

READ DISCUSSION PAPER AND FAQ
31%

READ DISCUSSION PAPER

20%
6%

ATTENDED A WORKSHOP/INFORMATION SESSION

1%

READ DISCUSSION PAPER AND ATTENDED WORKSHOP

1%

READ FAQ AND ATTENDED WORKSHOP

40%
42%

READ FAQ SECTION ON CHAMPLAIN MONUMENT

READ DISCUSSION PAPER, FAQ, AND ATTENDED
WORKSHOP

35%

<1%

45%
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Question # 2
2.

What is your preferred option for a path forward for the Monument that is
respectful and reflective of the area's shared history?
 Reinstall it as is with the addition of educational and interpretive pieces adjacent
to the Monument.
 Bring back the figures but in a different configuration.
 Do not reinstall it within the City of Orillia.
 Other, please specify.

13%

Reinstall as is with new
interpret material

7%

Bring back with different
configuration

11%

Do not reinstall in Orillia

70%
Other

Themes noted in the “Other” category include but are not limited to;


dialogue with Indigenous communities



dialogue with descendants



reconfiguration or removal of figures



moving the Monument to a different location



commissioning of a new Monument

THE RESULTS

Question # 3
3.

Tell us why you chose your answer to Question 2.

While the answers to the question are open and subjective, themes around the questions
were centre on the following, but not limited to;
Adding Context:

History:

As Art:

Community:

Figures:

These are associated with what new content could be added to existing
or new plaques/displays around the Monument to provide larger
story/context around societal changes.
These are associated with the idea that you cannot change the past.
Removing the statue does not erase or change the history/events. Should
not rewrite history due to changing societal views. Needs to be kept to
learn from and see how far society has come.
Different ways of expressing that the statue is a work of art, not a
political statement of actual historical representation. As art, there is
artistic license and that license was not intended to offend.
Comments centre on the issue that the statue captures an event in time
(where Champlain stayed). Also that the Monument has “always been
there” and is part of the fabric of the community.
Comments centre around people feeling that the Monument does not
represent today’s values or that of their community.
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Question # 4
4.

The plaque accompanying the Monument states the following. “Erected to

commemorate the advent into Ontario of the white race, under the leadership of
Samuel de Champlain, the intrepid French explorer and colonizer, who, with fifteen
companions, arrived in these parts in the summer of 1615 and spent the following
winter with the Indians, making his headquarters at Cahiague, the chief village of the
Hurons, which was near this place. A symbol of goodwill between the French and
English speaking people of Canada.” What would be your preferred option for the
plaque?



Return it as is.
Update the wording.

43%
57%

Return it as is
Update the
wording

WHAT WE HEARD

Following the Workshops, the Facilitators were invited to a Working Group meeting to share
what they heard and observed from the workshop series. The following list details the themes
that were evident throughout the process:
 The strongest opinion was to reinstall the Monument.
 A strong lack of education regarding the Truth and Reconciliation Commission was
present.
 The Workshops were lacking in representation from certain demographics that could
add differing perspectives such as residential school survivors and youth.
 There were many candid and unique conversations involving many different themes.
 Strongly charged opinions were also present.
 Cross-cultural conversations were developed as the Workshops progressed, showing
active learning and an evolution of thinking within the groups.
 The capacity of the community to build partnerships and bridges was evident.
 The ability to look to the past while envisioning our future was a key discussion topic.
 Settler and First Nation co-evolving was also a present theme as well as respecting the
uniqueness of the diverse cultures here today.
 References were noted “to the land between”, a transition zone between the Canadian
Shield and the St. Lawrence Lowlands and what ecologists call an ecotone: the edge of
a homogeneous ecosystem. During the time of Champlain as well as throughout
history, this is a sacred place for First Nations peoples.
 Legacy stories were also explored, linking Champlain/Mnjikaning/Mariposa together
along a trail as we walk the journey together.
 The concept of the “gift of truth” was also expressed, and along with education, more
needs to be done to showcase the Monument and explain the many truths that exist.
 The theme of “opportunity” also came through during the sessions, the opportunity to
teach, to change, and to demonstrate Reconciliation in a concrete and meaningful way.
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Similar themes also emerged from the workshops participants. The following list details many
of the thoughts and feeling shared through the process.
The Monument as Art:

artistic integrity, political views as art,
spectacular/powerful/beautiful, evokes emotion,
compromises a piece of art (should it be changed),
inclusion of interpretation/education/storyboards,
reconfiguration

The Monument as a piece of history: is it accurate, what was the intent, relations between
English and French Canada, revisionist history, fear
of losing our history, lack of education
The Monument in our community:

memories, part of our community, celebration,
togetherness, public place vs. a museum,
commemoration

Perceptions on the Monument:

colonialism, religion, superiority, respect, equality,
healing, impression of outside influences at work,
commerce, the story as an organic and evolving
entity, censorship, majority opinion vs. human rights,
truth and reconciliation, oppression, responsibility,
relationships, hope, balance, equality and inequality,
spirituality, evolution, division, dominant, submissive,
disrespectful, consensus, bias, goals, preserve,
culture, hierarchy of harm, contemporary view,
evolve, offensive, partnerships, tragedy, compromise,
conquest, opportunity, customs, perspective, openmindedness, patronizing, abusive, racist, Call to
Action 45.111

WHAT WE HEARD

While the Working Group has worked to summarize the many discussions, arguments and
emotional stories heard throughout the consultation process, the words of the participants
themselves are the most powerful. Below is a selection of comments that were gathered.

“Monument does not actually portray the history accurately.”
“The Monument is an accurate representation of how people interpreted history in the
1910’s.”
“Let’s celebrate & tell the stories of all. Build relationship through the monument. The
monument has been cleaned and refurbished. Let’s take this cleaning to heal & clean the
relationship between peoples. Put the monument back and add the “rest of the story”. The
true story of the love between Champlain & the First Nations people. Let’s be a part of
healing. Put the monument back & build on it, not rip it apart. Let’s tell a new story.”
“The removal or changing of a monument (or public art installation) does not change history
BUT leaving this particular monument as it is tells a false story.”
“Is this the story we want to tell?”
“Piece is representative of the time it was created vs. historically accurate.”
“Is this what we want to perpetuate, the idea of inequality?”
“The monument is itself history, a testament to Orillia’s forefathers.”
“We are not destroying statues/history. We are correcting an offensive and inaccurate
perspective in history.”
“Don’t see how it could be split – the Indigenous People are what makes it unique.”
“Our challenge and opportunity is how to proceed in a way that supports reconciliation.”
“It is part of our history and heritage, and it is beautiful. It is a wonderful pretext to
understand our history and background, and teach it to our children and future generations.”
“Story told depends on audience and period – so dominant Christianity raising a cross meant
spreading on Christ’s words at one time – but now means residential schools, subjugation!”
“Whether or not this monument is an accurate depiction of Canada's history, it is undeniably
a part of Orillia's history. Put it back up, along with information detailing who commissioned
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it, designed it and created it. It is not an historic representation, but a work of art and should
be presented as such.”
“I am not a believer in historical revisionism. Do not detract from this wonderful work of art
that the Orillia citizens of the day put so much emotional and financial resources into. Life is a
progression and removing or altering the way markers is a mistake. Reinterpret in situ and let
the additions be the means of comparison for the teaching opportunities. Let’s recognize that
at that particular time French-English relations were predominant and the greatest threat to
national unity.”
“The Monument is a world famous piece of art. To change it in any way for any reason would
be wrong. Would you change any other piece of art, perhaps the Mona Lisa?”
“My 12 years old education cheated me! When I was out on the west coast 15 years ago and
being acquainted with the Indigenous Peoples there in their cultures. I was never taught
about them which is understandable but why wasn’t I taught about Indigenous People here in
Ontario?”
“It is a part of the town's history. At the time it was created racist attitudes prevailed and no
one really understood they were racist (in the sense we do today) - the supervision committee
(Hale, Frost, Curran, et al) had only the best of intentions. Given that the design of the
monument precludes a modification of the statue to tone down the white superiority, it
would be a mistake to try. To my mind, additional interpretive information explaining the
monument as a piece representative of an era with different attitudes than today would allow
for more informed discussion of the Native issues of today than either removing the statue or
trying to change it would. This could do more for Native rights and our (government) treaty
obligations than much of the obfuscation that seems to have gone on by politicians since the
monument was built. Every visitor to our park could see a tangible example of past white
superiority and Native subjugation first hand. It just needs to be thoughtfully pointed out.”
“For its aesthetic value, and as a memory of how we have and could see history, I have to say I
like the statue. But, having studied a lot of public history, I know monuments are about three
moments: the moment the statue represents, the moment the statue is erected, and the
current moment, as it is public art. So it is more about who we were, and who we are, rather
than history. It will always be who we were, but it doesn't have to be who we are.“
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Since October 18, 2018 and during the course of its Mandate, the Samuel de Champlain
Monument Working Group met a total of 13 times. Collectively, the Group logged a total of
approximately 450 hours of research, consultation and meeting time. This figure does not
take into account any time that individual members spent working in their respective roles.
The Public Consultation period was open for a total of 67 days on the City of Orillia website
and garnered 1080 unique responses.
After our last public workshop concluded, the Working Group met on (3) three occasions to
synthesize and evaluate all of the opinions gathered. As demonstrated by some of the
comments included in this report, public opinion covered a broad range, from restoring the
Monument “as is”, to restoring the Monument “as is” with additional interpretation, to not
installing the Monument at all or to exploring an alternate configuration of the figures.
In arriving at our final recommendation, we endeavored to operate with humility,
understanding that the recommendation that we deliver is as important in this present day as
were the decisions made during the creation of the original Monument.
While there were many spirited discussions around the table, and at times heightened
emotions, the Working Group remained committed to working co-operatively and with deep
respect for each other and the organizations that were represented.
This recommendation represents a consensus of the (7) seven Working Group members. Part
of that consensus was an understanding and appreciation of the work of The Truth and
Reconciliation Commission.
As published in 2015, The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada believes that in
order for Canada to flourish in the twenty-first century, reconciliation between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal Canada must be based on the following principles.
1.
2.

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is the
framework for reconciliation at all levels and across all sectors of Canadian society.
First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples, as the original peoples of this country and as
self-determining peoples, have Treaty, constitutional, and human rights that must be
recognized and respected.
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3.

Reconciliation is a process of healing of relationships that requires public truth
sharing, apology, and commemoration that acknowledge and redress past harms.
4. Reconciliation requires constructive action on addressing the ongoing legacies of
colonialism that have had destructive impacts on Aboriginal peoples’ education,
cultures and languages, health, child welfare, the administration of justice, and
economic opportunities and prosperity.
5. Reconciliation must create a more equitable and inclusive society by closing the
gaps in social, health, and economic outcomes that exist between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal Canadians.
6. All Canadians, as Treaty peoples, share responsibility for establishing and
maintaining mutually respectful relationships.
7. The perspectives and understandings of Aboriginal Elders and Traditional
Knowledge Keepers of the ethics, concepts, and practices of reconciliation are vital
to long-term reconciliation.
8. Supporting Aboriginal peoples’ cultural revitalization and integrating Indigenous
knowledge systems, oral histories, laws, protocols, and connections to the land into
the reconciliation process are essential.
9. Reconciliation requires political will, joint leadership, trust building, accountability,
and transparency, as well as a substantial investment of resources.
10. Reconciliation requires sustained public education and dialogue, including youth
engagement, about the history and legacy of residential schools, Treaties, and
Aboriginal rights, as well as the historical and contemporary contributions of
Aboriginal peoples to Canadian society.
As the deliberations of the Working Group continued to unfold, it became apparent that we
are very much still in the “Truth” stage of Truth and Reconciliation. While the Monument is
certainly a testament to the skill of the artist and the values of its visionaries, the lack of onsite interpretation detailing the history of Champlain’s arrival in the area and his interaction
with First Nations leaves visitors without context.
Extensive interpretation detailing the complex history shared between Samuel de Champlain
and the First Nations that guided and assisted him during his journey would be required to
be able to tell a fulsome story.
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Even if extensive interpretation was developed in tandem with the Monument, it is clear from
the public consultation process that the current configuration can colour the perceptions of
visitors to the Park. In addition, the risk that is taken with passive interpretation is that it can
be overlooked or ignored.
Therefore, the Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group respectfully makes the
following recommendations;
1. That the Samuel de Champlain Monument be re-installed with only the central
figure of Samuel de Champlain atop the plinth and that this installation occur
immediately.
2. That the First Nations figures along with the figures of the Fur Trader and
Missionary be the subject of further consultation with First Nations. It is the hope of
the Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group that future work, with the aim
of re-imagining their presence in the immediate vicinity of the original Monument,
will result in a meaningful and concrete example of Reconciliation.
3. That the text of the original Monument’s “in-set plaque” be updated so that it will
honour the original intent within the context of contemporary knowledge and
wisdom.
4. That additional interpretive signage/pieces be developed and created with the
participation of First Nations representatives to tell a historically accurate story of
Samuel de Champlain and his relationship with First Nations.
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CONCEPTUAL DRAWINGS
examples received through the consultation process
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SAMUEL DE CHAMPLAIN MONUMENT WORKING GROUP

- TERMS OF REFERENCE -

1. Role/Purpose
 The role of Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group (herein referred to as the “group”) will
be to recommend a strategic plan on an appropriate path forward for the Samuel de Champlain
Monument in Couchiching Beach Park in the City of Orillia.
 While Parks Canada is the legal custodian of the Monument, the group will have a MANDATE to:
Pursue inclusive public consultation and report back to Orillia Council and Parks Canada on a plan for
the monument and surrounding parklands that is respectful and representative of both Indigenous
and non-Indigenous perspectives.
 Recognize and acknowledge the work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission as a point of
reference for the work of this committee.
2. Term
This Terms of Reference is effective from Tuesday, October 16, 2018 and will be ongoing until terminated by
agreement between the parties, with a target date of Spring 2019.
3. Membership
The Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group will consist of the following (7) seven voting
organizations, who are invited to have (2) two representatives sit on the group with the exception of the
Citizen(s) at Large at (1) each;
1. Parks Canada (Co-Chair)
2. City of Orillia (Co-Chair)
3. Chippewas of Rama First Nation
4. Huron-Wendat Nation
5. Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario
6. Citizen at Large – City of Orillia resident
7. Citizen at Large – City of Orillia resident
Note: Subject matter experts may also be invited to present to the group on various topics of interest,
however, these groups will not have voting authority.
4. Roles and Responsibilities
The Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group is accountable for:
 Fostering collaboration.
 Maintaining at all times the focus of the group on the agreed scope, outcomes and benefits.
 Monitoring and managing for the factors outside the group’s control that are critical to its success.
 Inclusive community consultations and the development of a community engagement plan.
 Recommending a strategic plan on an appropriate path forward for the monument and surrounding
parklands that is respectful and representative of both Indigenous and non-Indigenous perspectives
and ensures historical accuracy.
 Actively understanding community concerns and issues.
The membership of the Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group will commit to:
 Attending all scheduled group meetings, either in person or by phone or video conference.
 Wholeheartedly championing the group within and outside of the community.

 Sharing all communications and information across all group members.
 Making timely decisions and taking action so as to not hold up the project.
 Notifying members of the group, as soon as practical, if any matter arises which may be deemed to
affect the work of the group.
 Attend all meetings and if necessary nominate a proxy.
Members of the Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group can expect:
 That each member will be provided with complete, accurate and meaningful information in a timely
manner.
 To be given reasonable time to make key decisions.
 To be alerted to potential risks and issues that could impact the project, as they arise.
 Open, honest and respectful discussions.
 To share in the work associated with the group, with tasks either being assigned or taken on with
regard the business of the group, i.e. proposal vetting and presentation, guest speaker/group
organization, research into pertinent topics for discussion, consultation preparation and etc.
5. Meetings
 All meetings will be facilitated by Parks Canada (as the legal custodian of the Monument) with Parks
Canada and City of Orillia as Co-Chairs.
 Meetings may be conducted in person or via conference call or video conference.
 The members present at any properly announced meeting shall constitute a quorum.
 While striving for consensus based decisions, all issues to be voted on shall be decided by a 4 out of 7
majority of the vote.
 Meeting agendas and minutes will be provided by the City of Orillia and Parks Canada, this includes:
 preparing agendas and supporting papers – Parks Canada
 preparing meeting notes and information – City of Orillia
 At a minimum, meetings will be held monthly within the City of Orillia and will be no longer than (3)
three hours in length unless otherwise agreed upon by the committee. More frequent meetings or
sub-committee meetings may be scheduled as needed.
 There will be no financial remuneration for group members for either their time or expenses.
6. External Communications
 External communications will be developed and reviewed by all working group members when
possible.
 The Chairs or their delegates will be the official spokespeople for the working group, when
appropriate.
7. Confidentiality
 Working Group confidentiality is important as it encourages open, honest and respectful discussion
at meetings. Working Group members (outside of reporting relationships) must keep confidential all
information pertaining to matters dealt with by the Working Group until such time as documents are
made public via the appropriate channels, i.e. approval of minutes, etc. This includes meeting
minutes, correspondence (in-coming or out-going), agendas, reports to and from the Working Group
and all associated documents, and information contained in those documents.
 If a topic is deemed to be particularly sensitive, members may request an “in-camera” session to
discuss said topics.
8. Amendment, Modification or Variation
 This Terms of Reference may be amended, varied or modified in writing after consultation and
agreement by the group members.

SAMUEL DE CHAMPLAIN DISCUSSION PAPER
This discussion paper was developed by the Samuel de Champlain Working Group to provide a general
overview of the history and issues surrounding Orillia’s Champlain Monument. It is not meant to be exhaustive
in nature. Additional resources are provided for further reference.
BACKGROUND
The Champlain Monument is a public art installation
located within the City of Orillia’s Couchiching Beach
Park on a parcel of land owned and maintained by
the federal government. It was created to encourage
tourism to the region, commemorating the advent
into Ontario of the white race, under Champlain’s
leadership. Mr. Charles Harold Hale, publisher of the
Orillia Packet newspaper and community advocate,
first proposed the idea of the Monument to officers of
the Orillia Canadian Club following a trip to Quebec
and St. John, New Brunswick, both of which have
their own tributes to the French explorer.
Orillia was the logical site for the piece as the
nearest town to the Wendat capital of Cahiagué.
Champlain came to the area with the Wendat to
strengthen trade relationships and left with first-hand
knowledge and experience of their culture and
traditions. Records show that they arrived at
Cahiagué (which was located near present-day
Warminster) on August 17, 1615, and was
welcomed into the village by Chief Darontal.
Champlain notes in his journal that they passed
through The Narrows just outside of Orillia in
September and later returned to Cahiagué, where he
wintered before setting out for Quebec in 1616.

THE UNVEILING
The monument was commissioned to mark the
300th anniversary of the French explorer's arrival in
the region. The unveiling was scheduled for August
17, 1915, but the work was delayed due to World
War One. It was finally revealed on July 1, 1925, in
front of roughly 10,000 spectators. Dignitaries
included the Honorable Rodolphe Lemieux, Speaker
of the House, along with Vernon March, the sculptor,
Grand Chief Ovide Sioui of the Hurons at Lorette,
now the Huron-Wendat of Wendake, Chief Big
Canoe, and Chief John Bigwind of the Chippewas of
Rama First Nation.
The delay afforded Orillia the opportunity to garner
national attention in the monument’s unveiling. The
relationship between French and English speaking
Canadians had long been strained, which was
further compounded by conscription. With this in
mind, the ceremony became a celebration of
European exploration and the promotion of good will
between English and French Canada, a sentiment
reflected in the final wording of the plaque.

MONUMENTAL FACTS
The Monument was created by Mr. Vernon March of
Farnborough, Kent, England, the sculptor who would
later go on to fashion the War memorial in Ottawa.
Orillia’s Champlain Monument includes a 12-foot
bronze sculpture of the French explorer dressed for
court along with two sculpture groupings and an
interpretive plaque. The plinth that it is standing on is

made of Benedict Stone, cast in situ, from Montreal
and weighs 45 tons. The budget was set at $20,000
but the delay due to the war added $14,000 to the
project, primarily due to inflation of the price of
bronze.
The men who posed for the piece were Chippewa
from Rama First Nation. “Stories are told of the men
walking to Orillia from Rama for the work and posing
for 9 to 10 hours for the piece,” Mark Douglas, Elder,
Chippewas of Rama First Nation. While the HuronWendat were the major trading partners with the
French in 1615, they eventually moved to Wendake
due to war and disease. The Huron-Wendat Nation
of Wendake, QC, are known descendants.

FIRST NATIONS REPRESENTATION
Despite its grandeur and artistic merit, the
Monument has faced scrutiny for its singular,
colonial perspective. The sculpture groupings were
designed to emphasize Champlain’s role in bringing
Christianity and Commerce to New France. Noted in
the souvenir booklet1 of the 1925 unveiling, they
portray the Huron-Wendat at the feet of Christianity
and Commerce as though they are receiving these
gifts. Yet, the Huron-Wendat were not passive
observers but major trading partners with the
French. They guided Champlain from the Habitation
in Quebec to the area to strengthen these relations,
involving the French explorer in a war expedition
against the Iroquois threatening Huron-Wendat
territory.
He was welcomed by Chief Darontal into the village
of Cahiagué, the Huron-Wendat capital, on August
17, 1615 and fished at The Narrows, just outside of
Orillia where Lake Couchiching meets Lake Simcoe
before setting out for Iroquois country south of Lake
Ontario. He was wounded in the advance and
wintered in Cahiagué as Chief Darontal’s guest.
During this time, he would have gained first-hand
knowledge and experience of the Wendat culture
and traditions. This complex and cooperative
relationship between Champlain and the HuronWendat people is lost in Orillia’s Monument. While
helping to set the Monument apart from others
observed by Hale, its portrayal of Indigenous people
is a reflection of the prevailing attitudes of the day
rather than historical events.
In 1913 when the piece was commissioned,
Indigenous people had few rights under the Indian
Act. It took away the rights of First Nations people to
practice their culture. It took away the rights of
Indigenous people to vote. It restricted their access
to the courts. It took away the rights of Indigenous
people to gather together in order to protest and
educate their children. They were not included in the
re-enactment of Champlain’s arrival with the HuronWendat held during the unveiling, portrayed by
actors instead. The Chiefs in attendance would have

required special permission through the Department
of Indian Affairs.
Undeniably a remarkable artistic achievement
honouring the French explorer, the Monument falls
short in its accurate depiction of the reciprocal
relationship Champlain had with the Huron-Wendat
people and the important role they played in his
trade mission and survival.

RESTORATION WORK
Ownership and maintenance of the Monument,
together with the parcel of land upon which it sits,
was transferred to the Department of Northern
Affairs and National Resources in 1955. Today,
Parks Canada owns and maintains the piece. In
2015, they conducted a full condition assessment on
the Monument amidst growing concern related to the
state of the steps and plinth. The final report
recommended that both be replaced along with the
foundation and that conservation work on the
statues be conducted at the same time.
Restoration work began in 2017 and was set out in
three phases:
• Phase 1 - Demolition and removal work with
construction of a new foundation.
• Phase 2 - Conservation work on the bronze statues
and masonry steps along with the fabrication of a
new plinth.
• Phase 3 - Replacement of the staircase, plinth, and
monument.
To date, the foundation and staircase have been
reconstructed on the original site. The bronze
sculptures have been reconditioned and are being
stored until further consultation with stakeholders.

DEVELOPMENTS
Since conducting the condition assessment, a
number of developments have impacted the
restoration project.
• In 2015, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission

completed its mandate, publishing 94 calls to
2
action . In it was a commitment from the federal
government to
a renewed nation-to-nation
relationship with Indigenous peoples based on
recognition of rights, respect, co-operation and
3
partnership .
• The restoration project and 400th anniversary
commemorations of Champlain’s arrival within the
region have raised the profile of the monument in the
media.
Concerns
over
the
monument’s
representation of Indigenous peoples have been
raised by members of the public and Indigenous
communities with Parks Canada and the City of
Orillia.
• The Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario
(ETFO) passed a resolution to explore the feasibility
of commissioning an alternative Champlain
Monument in Orillia to be installed in close proximity
to the original. Members of ETFO have been talking
with stakeholders, and have pledged $25,000 to the
project.
• Orillia City Council and the Honorable Catherine
McKenna, also received letters from the HuronWendat expressing their concerns with the
monument’s representation of its people. They
would like further engagement in finding alternatives
to Parks Canada’s Champlain Monument in Orillia,
stressing the importance of working together in
developing constructive educational initiatives that
reflect and showcase a common history within the
area.
There has also been support expressed for the
piece. As a result, Parks Canada has placed the
restoration project on hold and will not be reinstalling
the monument until further consultation can occur.
To that end, they have established a joint working
group with the City of Orillia to pursue inclusive
public consultations and report back to Council and
Parks Canada on an appropriate path forward for the
Champlain Monument that is respectful and
representative of both Indigenous and nonIndigenous perspectives.
Information on the working group and public
consultation
process
is
available
at
www.orillia.ca/champlain.
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Champlain Monument Interpretive Panel
Draft 4

The design of the Champlain Monument and content of the plaques do not give
equal treatment to the featured Aboriginals with their European counterparts. This
reflects Canadian-Eurocentric societal values of the early 20th century.
The original idea for the monument came from the Orillia Canadian Club in 1912.
In the Victorian era and subsequent to it, the celebration of the “advent of the white race”
into Ontario was an acceptable stance, commendable even. In addition, Sir Wilfrid
Laurier had been elected Canada’s first francophone Prime Minister and the promotion of
unity between Canadian French and English populations was of paramount importance.
Oral traditions of the First Nations record that the Anishinaabe people posed for
the sculptor. Indeed leaders in full regalia participated in the unveiling of the statue and
the re-enactment of Champlain’s arrival. The monument itself is now an historical artifact
that bears witness to how Canadian society has evolved. Today the historical and modern
day contributions of Aboriginal people to Canada are beginning to be fully recognized
and valued.
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March 28, 2019

Mayor Clarke and the Champlain Working Group,

Thank you and your Group for the ability for me to make my presentation on March 1.
In part, this letter is commentary on what I heard at the meeting.
Also, at the time of that meeting, I had not yet seen the Samuel de Champlain Monument Discussion
Paper or Questionnaire. My concerns below regarding Language Contextualization was prompted the
Questionnaire. Although the early 20th century wording of the plaque is stated verbatim, I am
concerned that 21st century readers of this century old text may lack contextualization as to how our
language has evolved.
I had asked Jacqueline to advise of the dates of the other presenters as I would appreciate hearing
them.
If I could make another presentation on matters raised herein, I would be grateful.

Discussion Paper
In not having read the Discussion Paper
prior to my presentation regarding the
who, what, why, when, where of Orillia’s
Monument, from my perspective, this
description offered insufficient insight to
our Town of 6,828 as of the 1911 census1.
The 1920s marked a difficult period for
Orillia. Tudhope’s factories were largely
empty, OTACO was in receivership, and
this Town had a declining population. Yet,
in the 1920’s, we unveiled in the form of
the nation’s largest bronze statue as a
“Symbol of Goodwill”. Whereas the
Discussion Paper cites “tourism” and the
advent of the “white race”, a more
descriptive source would be Hale’s
Champlain Monument at Orillia booklet.
It’s foreword (left) that states the advance
guard of “white civilization” and “the
promotion of good feeling between the
1

Orillia’s Champlain Monument, French-English Relations, and Indigenous (Mis)Representations in
Commemorative Sculpture, pg 216,
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English and French-speaking people of Ontario and Quebec.” Hale’s comments of “inter-racial” then
referred to the English and French, whereas in today’s parlance, that would be “inter-cultural”. This is
significant in an era when “white” and “race”, as also found in the Questionnaire, have become such
inflammatory topics. I will have more on this under my section on Language Contextualization.
The Discussion Paper is correct in stating that First Nations people lacked the right to vote. This
misleading however, as of the date given of 1913, neither did non-First Nation women. The singling out
of First Nations is misleading to the readers of the Discussion Paper. The right for non-property-owning
men to vote only started to be change in Canada in 1900, and not fully enfranchised until 1948. Initially,
if one man paid more rent, they were more likely to have the right to vote than those paying lesser, or
no rent. The Discussion Paper unfairly states, “(The Indian Act) took away the rights of Indigenous
people to vote.” Most residents of Ontario did not have the right to vote in 1913; none had that
franchise ‘taken away’.
‘Native Voting’ would not be enshrined by the Province of Ontario until the term of Premier Frost. His
father was Mayor of the Council that initiated the Champlain Monument. As Mayor, W.S. Frost
designed the Orillia crest featuring the ‘native’ canoeist. As a community, I feel that we were
comparatively progressive and accomplishments to be proud of.
Champlain Monument Ottawa

Yes, Orillia’s Champlain Monument’s design is dated, but
Monument builders of the early 20th century should not be faulted
for creating Monuments reflective of the artist stylings of the early
20th century.

Reputation
The adjacent photo shows Ottawa’s Champlain Monument by
Hamilton MacCarthy as it appeared from the 1920s to the 1990s.
Samuel de Champlain is on top of the pedestal with the
Anishinaabe canoeist at the base. The canoe, however, was
noticeably absent.
The following quotation is very significant. The Monuments
section of the Government of Canada website states, “… In 1918,
MacCarthy created a bronze sculpture of a kneeling “Indian,”
originally envisioned to be seen kneeling in a canoe. Group
funding of the sculpture, however, ran out of money needed to
fabricate the canoe and as a result only the "Indian Scout” was
placed on the pedestal at the base of Champlain's monument.”
As a canoeist, of course he is kneeling. This was a budgetary
shortfall, not an intended message of subservience or deference.
Foreseeable misunderstanding festered for decades over this
work. The First Nation member depicted became known as the
“kneeling Indian” and, as such, became an obvious, and quite

Although re-branded in recent
years as a “Scout”, the
Anishinaabe figure is canoeist
without a canoe. As a geographer,
Champlain’s Astrolabe was of
equal significance to this narrative
as should be the canoeist’s canoe
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legitimate irritant to inter-cultural relations. Even knowledgeable professors or other commentators in
the present day fail to contextualize the intent of this “kneeling Indian” as a canoeist. For example, in
Michael Stevenson’s detailed article Orillia’s Champlain Monument, French-English Relations, and
Indigenous (Mis)Representations in Commemorative Sculpture, he makes no mention of the canoe as
was intended by the sculptor. Stevenson’s comment on this feature is “Anishinaabe scout crouched
deferentially at the feet of the Champlain statue on Nepean Point (Ottawa)”2 The scarcity of bronze
during the final year of WW1 is overlooked. The reputation of cultural deference is propagated.
The canoe was an essential part of the narrative of trade and exploration. Nothing of European design
would match the ingenious functionality of the birch-bark canoe. In contextualizing the narrative of
Ottawa’s Champlain Monument, the canoe was certainly as important as this geographer’s astrolabe. It
should not have been left omitted, or its absence unexplained, over the following decades.
To some degree, the rebranding, re-purposing and recontextualizing in the 1990s may have helped
alleviate the rightful upset with First Nation communities, however the damage done to the reputation
of the creators, and of the sculptor, resultant from decades of public relations mismanagement by
Ottawa, was not even attempted to be repaired. The reputation of Ottawa’s Monument will likely
persist as even the Government of Canada website lists this
Recollet Friar le Caron - Orillia
forlorn canoeist as the “kneeling Indian”.
Orillia has its own challenge with reputation; that is the
descriptor of “cowering”.

Le Caron was the ‘missionary’ with
Champlain in 1615. The more evangelical
Jesuits, such as Brébeuf, would not arrive
in Huronia for another two decades

I have heard “cowering” used by a presenter in the confines
of your Group, and, in the Aug 2017 Toronto Star article
that prompted my initial letter to you. “Cowering” is
inconsistent with the historical fact regarding the French in
Huronia 1615-16. At the request of the Wendat, a dozen, or
so French entered the lands of the Wendat Confederacy
which was home to 20,000 to 30,000 to secure a trade deal
and to solidify a military alliance. With the Wendat outnumbering the French by no less than 1,000:1, this notion of
them being fearful of the French defies reason.

There is confusion regarding the Christianity face with some
asserting that the Jean de Brébeuf, a Jesuit, is depicted in the Monument. The Jesuits did not arrive in
Huronia until after Champlain’s sole sojourn to this region. Stevenson wrote, “Photographs of multiple
portraits and busts of Brébeuf and Father Isaac Jogues, who were martyred by the Mohawks in the
1640s, clearly served as inspiration for March’s depictions of the Recollect figure—Joseph Le Caron, one
of Champlain’s companions in 1615—in the “Christianity” panel of the Champlain monument design.”
Of the French in Huronia in 1615-16, only three names have survived into the present day, namely
Etienne Brûlé, Joseph le Caron, and Samuel de Champlain. Le Caron, and one dozen French arrived in

2

Orillia’s Champlain Monument, French-English Relations, and Indigenous (Mis)Representations in
Commemorative Sculpture, pg 227,
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June 1615. Champlain, credited as being the ‘explorer’, arrived in Huronia as guided by Brûlé his sole
French companion during that voyage and Champlain’s interpreter.
Contrary to the power-dynamics that would be associated with “cowering”;
•
•

•

Friar Le Caron3 had no converts to Christianity.
Brûlé was a convert to the
lifestyle of his Wendat and
Algonquin hosts4.
Champlain was well known
to have a respectful relation
with his Wendat allies

“Cowering” is inconsistent with the
Wendat figures depicted by Vernon
March. Unlike many examples of
post WW1 public art, only the most
skilled of sculptors were able to cast
facial detail that enabled one to
attempt to read the thoughts of
those depicted. Most cenotaphs
that I have found across Ontario,
are expressionless and convey no
more insights than store manikins.
March created an exquisite work of
art.
I request that readers of this letter
to look at the photos herein, or
from other sources, for examples
that validate this descriptor of
“cowering”. Are any of these men
‘cringing in fear', as the cowering
denotes? Regarding the Wendat
figures on the Christianity face, they appear to be in pensive thought while listening to the story of the
Bible. Hale’s booklet states, “… It is therefore only fitting that the right hand group shows a robed priest
with uplifted cross in one hand, and open breviary in the other, while at his feet are seated two stalwart
Indian braves into whose ears the story of the Gospel is being poured. In the face of the priest is all the
benevolence and zeal with which those early teachers were fired, and in those of the listeners one reads
3

The Champlain booklet infers that Jean de Brébeuf is represented on the Christianity face of the Monument.
Stevenson wrote, “Photographs of multiple portraits and busts of Brébeuf and Father Isaac Jogues, who were
martyred by the Mohawks in the 1640s, clearly served as inspiration for March’s depictions of the Recollect
figure—Joseph Le Caron, one of Champlain’s companions in 1615—in the “Christianity” panel of the Champlain
monument design.” Orillia’s Champlain Monument, French-English Relations, and Indigenous
(Mis)Representations in Commemorative Sculpture, pg 223
4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89tienne_Br%C3%BBl%C3%A9
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with the struggle of mind which preceded the acceptance of
the message”. In looking at these pictures, you may agree
that although they appear discerning, these Wendat men do
not appear convinced by any evangelical effort.
The commerce side
shows reciprocal trade of
items with both parties
exchanging furs and trade
axes – both articles of
value. The trader is
reaching for the pipe
being offered as an
expression of peaceful
exchange. Weapons such
as the gun on the trader’s
back was not being
offered as an article of
trade – at least not by the
French. In contrast other
monuments of the era
such as the Brant
Monument in which all
figures have weapons,
the Orillia Champlain
Monument does not
emphasize the indigenous
figures’ association with
weaponry.

Joseph Brant with his tomahawk in hand
stands atop the Brant Monument in
Brantford as sculpted by Percy Wood in
1886. The two side panels include each
of the Iroquoian Six Nations. Each figure
has a different form of weapon some
supplied by the Dutch or English. This is
Canada’s only statue with 7 bronzes prior
to Orillia’s Champlain.

There are three French
included in the Orillia’s
Hale’s booklet mentions the
Monument. Two of
tomahawk whose handle is
which, Champlain and le
visible on the lap of one
Caron are specifically
Wendat and trade beads as
held by the trader - neither of
identified as the figures
which feature prominently on
cast by March. It is left
the Commerce face. He does
untold as to whether the
not mention the item of value
trader is Brule, the
in this exchange being the
adventurer whose arrival
Biscayne trade axe.
in Huronia preceded
Champlain’s arrival by years. In June 16105, Brûlé (15921633) told Champlain that he wished to go and live with the
Photos – Ian
5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89tienne_Br%C3%BBl%C3%A9
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Algonquins and learn their language as well as better
understand their customs and habits. He would live
among the Algonquin, Wendat, and Seneca until his death
at the hands of the Wendat. In his travels, Brûlé would be
first European to see four of the five Great Lakes and be
first to visit many First Nations. Considered a turncoat to
the French, Wendat, English, and Seneca, he lived a life of
remarkable adventure that remains absent from the
narration of the Monument. Why are we, and our
predecessors, such poor story-tellers?

This plaque near the mouth of the
Humber River in Etobicoke tells of Brûlé’s
first sight of Lake Ontario. A few days
earlier he had left Orillia with Wendat
warriors in their quest to seek support of
the Andastes (Susquehannock) First
Nation in a simultaneous attack against
the Oneida. From Orillia, they raced to
the headwaters of the Chesepeake to
seek the Andastes’ support .

Within the existing artist expression, both faces of Orillia’s
Monument have worthwhile stories to tell. Your
Committee can recommend a long overdue
understanding and appreciation of the Monument.
Unlike Ottawa’s Champlain, the issues with our
Champlain Monument are far from fatal to its ongoing
integrity. Contextualization and interpretation are
required by properly understanding it though.
I remain optimistic that your Committee will not create
the equivalence of Ottawa’s “kneeling Indian” by
separating the component parts of our Monument along
with a similarly undeserved commentary of ‘deference’.

Language Contextualization
Online dictionaries list a tomahawk as “a light axe used as
a tool or weapon by North American Indians” and an axe
being “a tool typically used for chopping wood, usually a steel blade attached at a right angle to a
wooden handle”. The differences herein are “weapon” for a tomahawk, “steel blade” for axe. The
website “Fur Trade Tomahawks” has the style of ‘axe’ depicted in the Champlain monument as a
Biscayne Trade Axe. In reference to Iron and Steel artifacts, this website states “Terms that mean one
thing in the 18th or 19th century, can mean something entirely different today”. To the Wendat who lived
in communities with 8 m tall palisaded walls of up to one kilometer in length, an axe would be of
extraordinary utility that the present day understanding of a weapon like a tomahawk would not.
The English language has evolved and will continue to do so. The meaning of words said at one point in
history, may not have the same meaning at different times in history. The very land upon which the
Champlain Monument was erected previously was the site of an institution whose name shows such
evolution. Levels of mental capacity where once categorized by terms that today are used as sharp
insults. These former medical terms of ‘Moron’, ‘Imbecile’ and ‘Idiot’ were used in the 1870s when
Orillia’s “Asylum for Idiots” stood along our waterfront. As ‘correct’ language has changed, those once
acceptable terms are undeniably inflammatory in the present day.
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When Columbus first reached the Caribbean Islands, he mistakenly thought that he had reached India,
hence the inaccurate label was ascribed to indigenous North Americans. Acceptable alternatives to
“Indians” have changed a multitude of times, and sometimes in different ways in differing locales.
Some words develop added meanings. Bewildering commentary can even be found for the theme to
the Flintstones referencing “gay-old time”. It is unlikely that in the 1960s that Hanna Barbara would
have foreseen people in the future having consternation with these lyrics.
Two minor examples of change over the past century are “good will” as cast on the Monument in the
1920s would now be spelt as goodwill, and “English speaking” would now be commonly hyphenated.
Far more significant is the changed meaning of the word “race” as it appeared on the bronze plaque.
Books that I have from that the early 20th century, or earlier, often use the word race when describing
surprisingly small cultural groups. For example, the Irish ‘race’, the Scottish ‘race’, the English ‘race’, the
French ‘race’, and so on. In the introduction to Hale’s booklet, he refers to “inter-racial” in the context
of French and English as differing races. ‘Race’ was then more an identifier of groups that one had
kinship with, more so than the present-day notion of ‘race’ being more of a connection through biology.
One of my 19th century forefathers,
nicknamed ‘Fighting’ John James
Mitchell, was a cantankerous resident of
Oro Township of Scottish origin. His
nickname resulted from his frequent
skirmished with Irish families near Prices
Corners. Another forefather, my
maternal great grandfather John Clarke
is likely seated in the center of this
photo of the Orillia Company Simcoe
Foresters circa 1866. As this picture
denotes, it was at the time of the
Source – Simcoe Foresters Museum
“Fenian Raids” into Canada by Irish
Americans following the American Civil War. My Clarke ancestors actually had a ‘hide-out’ built in the
bush behind their farm on the 10th of Oro in case of such feared attacks by these Irish-American
invaders. In 1866, some 20,0006 men were mustered through local militia in this pre-Confederation
Canada. Such animus between these old-world ‘races’ were prevalent in our locale and nation early in
our history. The anniversary of the Battle of Ridgeway on was commemorated annually on June 1 until
1931 when Prime Minister Bennet created Nov 11 for Remembrance. The story of the attack of those
battle-hardened Civil War veterans into Canada against a largely volunteer ‘Canadian’ militia of farmers
and students no longer fit the popular political narrative after WW1. Politics won out over history. In
2016, the federal government had no representation at the sesquicentennial commemorations to the
Battle of Ridgeway.

6

Vronsky, Peter, Ridgeway: The American Fenian Invasion And The 1866 Battle That Made Canada (The History of
Canada)
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The 19th century racial-divisiveness among immigrants from the various parts of the British Isles was
largely reconciled by the post-WW1 era when the Champlain Monument was unveiled. However,
relations with French Canadians were strained. Regarding commemorations, Robert Shipley wrote in,
To Mark Our Place – A History of Canadian War Memorials, “In the century before the First World War,
the impulse to commemorate incidents and outstanding individuals from the past posed potential
problems for French Canadians”7. The statement on the plaque citing “A symbol of good will between
French and English speaking people of Canada” was meant as a tangible step towards the 20th century of
the goal of such reconciliation with French Canada. Even though the French entered Ontario a century
and a half before the English, it is my opinion that Hale intended “white race” to denote the
commonality with the French to whom animus had grown. This is vastly different than the way the
readers of the Discussion Paper or Questionnaire will comprehend the words “white race” in the
absence of time period contextualization.
The Champlain booklet states an objective of “promoting good relations between the two provinces,
and between the races which people them8” in reference to English and French ‘races’. As a tangible
example of ‘good relations’, when costs surpassed the $20,000 budget, the Province of Quebec offered
$5,000 towards Orillia’s Monument. Of that initial $20,000, the Province of Ontario, the Town of Orillia,
and the County of Simcoe pledged $2,500, $1,500 and $1,000 respectively9.
Although not inclusive of First Peoples, at this stage of our Country’s development, the collectivisation of
peoples who Rodolphe Lemieux describes as once being “bitter foes” was in keeping with the goal of
‘Progress’ as was adopted by the same Council that undertook the Champlain Monument. Again, if Hale
used “inter-racial” a century ago in the same context that we would now use “inter-cultural”, the
combining of these once ‘bitter foes’ by a single term that joined these cultures together, should be
considered positively as the combination of once competing cultures.
The well-intentioned 21st century readers of the Discussion Paper will rightfully recoil when reading the
term “white race”. Responses to “white race” in the Questionnaire will be justifiably harsh. As the
Discussion Paper and Questionnaire both lack period contextualization of language, the responses will
be unjustly biased against Orillians of a century ago, the sculptor, the original Champlain Committee,
and their proud accomplishment, The Champlain Monument at Orillia. I would suggest that Working
Group take such foreseeable partiality into consideration when reviewing responses.
The story of Champlain may yet be different on the 500th anniversary. Hopefully, the next interpretation
of the evolving Champlain narrative will hold the First People in the elevated esteem deserving to them
during a 22nd century commemoration. I foresee that the 21st century will be marked by both
reconciliation with First Nations, and the redefining of our communities based upon the Ontario’s
rapidly broadening demographics. It is necessary, however, to leave both the 300th and 400th
anniversary commemorations in tact for the 500th anniversary statue – what ever it might be - to be
more fully understood.

7

Shipley, Robert, To Mark Our Place – A History of Canadian War Memorials, p 36
Orillia’s Champlain Monument, French-English Relations, and Indigenous (Mis)Representations in
Commemorative Sculpture, pg 230
9
C.H. Hale, The Champlain Monument at Orillia, The Story of the Monument.
8
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Respectfully, the terminology of any plaque you chose today may still give grounds for misunderstanding
in the future. The meaning or words will ceaselessly change as our language ceaselessly evolves. How
many times in our life-times has the ‘correct’ terminology to identify our respected friends and
neighbours among First Peoples changed? In the using the past to predict the future, further ‘correct’
language will come and go? Interpretative plaques can be – and will be changed – by your successors.
Respect, however, should be given to the originators of the Champlain Monument at Orillia by leaving
their creation unchanged and their wording, and fully intact.
One person at the March 19th Open Forum said the Champlain Monument was our ‘David’. I agree; it is.
A fig leaf should not be used to alter the nakedness of Michelangelo’s art.
Another commentator at that meeting offered the equivalence that Da Vinci’s ‘Last Supper’ should not
be cut into pieces. Obviously, that would absurd.
Let March’s work remain completely in tact as a truly outstanding example of early 20th century art. Use
interpretative board(s) to explain the intent of the design, wording, and a 21st century critique. Please
leave it to your successor’s interpretative boards to recontextualize that original 20th century text for
22nd century readers. Their lens will be different than ours. Why should we in the year 2019 think to
have the final say in altering a work of art that was intended to remain for centuries?
How will our successors view 20th century ‘art’ if morphed into something motivated by 21st century
political messaging?

Bruce
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unveiling. In my March 28 letter, I point out that after the cultural upheaval of Conscription, the
Province of Quebec had pledged more the Champlain Monument than the combination of the initial
pledges of Ontario, Simcoe County and Orillia combined. I have found in discussions or presentations by
your group that goodwill is mentioned only as a cursory point, or as last night, as cultural opportunism
by the Province of Quebec.
With the approaching deadline of the end of April for your committee, I find it troubling that my March
28 letter as sent through the Mayor’s Office has not been circulated, nor even read by the addressee.
Similarly, in speaking with the community members, I found that none of my previous correspondence
to your committee was shared with them. This is disappointing.
I realize that this is last minute, if there is any way to amend the presentation for the Public Workshop
tomorrow, it would be appropriate.

Regards,
Bruce
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men show their submission and subservience to clothed European representatives of
commerce and Christianity. The monument is an artifact of our twentieth century history that
shows how the city of Orillia was organized on discriminatory and hierarchical ideas of racial
difference. The Champlain monument was produced at a time when ideologies of racial
difference were growing in Canada and internationally. It was a time of anti-Semitism in
Canada and in Europe, as we all know too well from the Holocaust that followed. It was a time
of anti-Chinese mob violence in Canadian cities. It was a time when systemic anti-Indigenous
policies were developed and implemented in our region and across Canada, including
compulsory residential schooling for many Indigenous children in order to pursue an
assimilationist, “civilizing mission” like that depicted in the Champlain monument. For its
historical significance as an artifact of twentieth century racial ideologies, it is important that
the textual inscription and other components be preserved and displayed in the city, though not
re-erected in their current celebratory form.
Orillia is not and has never been a “white” city. If the city were to endorse the return of the
Champlain monument in its original form, it would be making a shameful declaration that it
endorses and supports white supremacy and Indigenous oppression.
Adding another artwork to the Champlain monument, if the monument is returned in its
original form, is not a sufficient response to counteract the public endorsement of racial
hierarchies returning the monument would make. An extraordinary commission would be
needed to achieve an artwork on a comparable scale and artistic quality. To be done well, it
will take considerable time and money: a fundraising drive and international competition that
matches that of the Champlain monument itself. Moreover, any new public art should stand
for itself, and not be tied in a submissive position to the Champlain monument.
I support those who recommend retiring the monument’s inscription and sculptural figures to a
museum where they can be placed in their historical context and no longer publicly celebrated.
I also support separating the various figures of the monument, as was done with the
Champlain and “Indian scout” figures at Parliament Hill. But I am concerned that the figure of
Champlain will be re-erected on the plinth with the offending side-panel allegories removed.
This approach would be an erasure of our shameful twentieth century history, not a public
acknowledgement of it. Champlain should be placed at the same level as the other figures,
preferably near the ground. The three sets of figures should also be placed apart from each
other, so that each could be confronted as a separate work, with new textual inscriptions that
pursue public education in the service of truth and reconciliation.
The public discussion about the Champlain monument to date has shown that many people in
Orillia deny our city’s twentieth-century history. Many vocal commentators have confused the
historical period of the monument with the historical period of Samuel Champlain himself,
saying that to change the monument is to erase “history,” by which they mean Champlain’s
travels not Orillia’s racism. Yet there is very little public celebration of the Francophone
history in our region in Orillia today. If it has significance—and I believe it has great
significance—then it should be actively learned and remembered for what it was. The
allegorical scenes on the Champlain monument are not an accurate historical representation of
Samuel Champlain’s relationships with Indigenous people, as his journals clearly show. Nor
are they an accurate representation of French imperialism at the time of his travels. Bringing
the figure of Champlain down to ground level and separating it from its didactic original
monument could provide an opportunity for the region to learn more about its complex
history.
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For decades I was oblivious to this fact of life. Even though I interacted with and knew
many Indigenous people. Only in this century have I developed an awareness after the National
media and the Indigenous people themselves made all Canadians aware of conditions on Reserves.
(Poor housing, bad water, lack of jobs and RESIDENTUAL SCHOOLS). There is none so blind
as those that won't see.
The Champlain Monument was built in 1920's and placed in Couchiching Park . There
was a great opening dedication in 1925. Representatives from all levels Government were there.
There was a large crowd of the general public there for the celebration.
There were costumed white actors dressed as period Frenchmen and Native “Indians”
acting out the coming of Champlain. But no “real” Indigenous people in places of honour. They
were depicted around the statue and some even served as models for the sculptor. BUT again
there were no Indigenous people there !
The indigenous story was not told. In fact the plaques showed great disrespect to them in
their wording. The plaques told the history Champlain, fur traders and the missionaries. The
Indigenous people were very minor to the story and if at all depicted in largely disrespectful
terms.
Here we are in 2019. It's time to make the Monument tell the full story of what happened
when Champlain came to town in 1615 and again in 1925. It's time for the Monument in the
Park to be a symbol to all people. It's time that we all learn our history. We need to know and
understand what history can teach us now and in the future so that we learn from our mistakes.
We are on the path of reconciliation of not just the French and English but of our Indigenous
peoples with all of Canada.
I believe the Champlain Monument should come back. The Monument could come back
the same as it was with new plaques telling story as we see it now. It could be re-configured with
new story boards. Or? It could be taken away and that would tell people that nothing happened
and the First Nation's stories again are not worth telling.
As a teacher, a father and a grandfather, I dream of seeing myself taking my
Grandchildren to the Monument telling the historic story of our peoples and what happen there.
I dream of seeing teachers taking their classes to the Park using Monument to help teach the
stories told there.
In conclusion:
the Monument is important to me
but not as important as the stories that it could tell.
History is all around us
Don't misplace it!
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returned .July 2018
THE CITIZENS of ORILLIA want the precious statue of Champlain with the priest and celebrating first
nation men returned to its rightful place in Couchiching Beach Park
We are hopeful of your support as we know you have made it known you do not feel historical
monuments should come down.
Thank you in advance for your consideration to this response and reply to this letter.
JACK
Citizen of Orillia (
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Orillia City Council.
The petition was brief, "Restore the Champlain Monument, refurbished and with the original
configurations, to its rightful place in Couchiching Beach Park".
From the Toronto Daily Star, Aug 16, 2018, "an unlikely champion for a common sense response came
from federal minister Catherine McKenna, responsible for Parks Canada. McKenna does not support
removing historical monuments.
"I personally believe that it's important that we recognize our history--the good and bad." McKenna
floated the idea of erecting other statues nearby that tell other sides of a story.
Mr. Mayor, you are the representative of the citizens of Orillia and also a member of the "Working Group
" This could be a difficult challenge as you must be aware of the position of a large number of CITIZENS .
You were quoted in Orillia Today, "Clarke sees room for both the monument and an interpretive piece that
truly reflects the Indigenous history."
The " Working Group" has worked diligently to satisfy the wishes from each of the of the stake holders
and the surrounding community.
Mr. Mayor, you must respect and satisfy the wishes of the citizens of Orillia whom you represent .
Respectfully submitted ,
Jack
Orillia Citizen
CC:
Petitioners and friends
Bruce Stanton, M.P.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Orillia
email system. Do not open attachments or click links you were not
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reconciliation led by a committee of non-historians and that concerns me. It concerns me that two of
the working group have never been to Orillia. They have never stood in our park beside the
monument and experienced the grandeur of the size and strength of these figures. Incidentally no one
has mentioned that a monument built to feature Champlain has seven figures with the oversized
Champlain on top and two frail looking white men and four strong, muscular natives at the bottom.
The news story that went out around the world ended with the line “The figures of the Indians have
excited great admiration. They are much larger than life size.” Three white men and four strong
native figures do not suggest anything but respect and inclusion to me.
      The agenda should be about building not tearing down. It should be about adding stories and
more art to the site. My own opinion is if the monument is not put back intact then it should not be
put back at all. It could be a huge embarrassment to our City if we do not get this right. Champlain
alone on a pedestal could become a joke with visitors asking “Why does that cowboy with the spurs
have a sword?” I can see the national media running stories about how the leaders of our community
allowed this to happen and did not get it right. Thousands of Orillians at home and many thousands
more from across the country that grew up here will be outraged. Most people I talk to think that it
is Rama that wants to change or remove the monument. I know that not to be true but reconciliation
in our community could be set back many years if not forever if we do not get it right.
        The working committee needs to take stock of what they are doing and focus on how to
enhance the monument when it is reinstalled without change. At the last meeting I saw a lot of
division among those attending with what seemed to me to be encouragement to incite change from
those directing the meeting. If we get this right and create more stories and art in the area around the
Monument, I will be the first one to proudly promote photos and stories about how the leaders of our
area are as progressive today as they were 100 years ago.
                                 Marcel
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From:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Letter to the Editor
October-22-18 8:11:53 AM
image001.jpg

FYI.
Thanks,

This message is intended for the individual to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential and exempt from
disclosure under the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection Privacy Act. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not
forward, copy or disclose this message to anyone and delete all copies and attachments received. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately.
ü Please consider the environment before printing this email.

From: JACK
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2018 11:34 PM
To: Bass Lake
Subject: Fw: Letter to the Editor
To: Supporters of PETITION to have the Monument put back up
NOTE: The following letter was sent earlier in the week to the weekly newspaper ORILLIA TODAY....IT
WAS NOT PUBLISHED by the paper..It is Obvious that the Politicians want it kept quiet until after the
elections..It is a mystery WHY ORILLIA TODAY also wants it kept quiet
LETTER-TO-THE- EDITOR Orillia Today ( 10 / 19 )
The Samuel de Champlain Monument
*********************************************
Just days to the Orillia Municipal Election .
The Mayor and candidates for Council are probably relieved as the topic of the 'monument' has not arisen
in any debates.
None of them has lately had to answer to the question of whether this historical treasure should be placed
back on its newly constructed platform in Couchiching Beach Park, a place where it has stood
majestically for 93 years.
The note posted by Parks Canada is still there: "The refurbished Monument will be replaced in July, 2018
to its place in Couchiching Beach Park." This is now mid-October, 3 months later.
To quote the headline in the Toronto Star, Sept 15th , "lndiginous people and town representatives are
wrestling with what to do about a monument to Champlain " This was news to most Orillia citizens.
The Mayor had told Council that Parks, Canada had put a hold on the monument being returned to its
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Mayor Clarke and Council,
Thank you for your correspondence dated June 21, 2018.
I respect that the Champlain Monument restoration project is under the jurisdiction of Parks Canada as
is the title to property upon which the Monument is located. As a
local history buff, I am pleased that Parks Canada, the City of
Orillia and Parks, Recreation and Culture staff, appear to be
working co-operatively on the very laudable project of the
Champlain Monument restoration.

As marked on this 1867 map, this Lshaped building identified as the
‘Lunatic Asylum’ ran parallel to the grid
pattern of Orillia streets running 30
degrees west of true north.

The former 1860’s Fraser’s attempted
Pub/Hotel (later asylum) as likely
viewed in this photo from the stop
where Laclie and Neywash intersected
at what was then the water’s edge

The purpose of this letter is to; share historical insights on the
‘archeological’ legacy on municipal land in Couchiching Beach Park
of the foundation of the asylum; to correct a misunderstanding
expressed in your letter of June 21; and, to request that the City
request Parks Canada to be diligent in restoring land to the
original
condition
whereby the
thin layer of soil
covering the
foundation
remain as it was
prior to their use
of City land.
On the map
below the blue
line denotes
longer side of
the Parks
Canada’s
property

The ‘Lunatic Asylum’ (c1870) as looking NNE. After
being razed in the 1890s, the Champlain Monument
would later be erected on top of an eastern portion
of the foundation footprint. Although Central School
was built over two decades later, the southern facing
walls of both buildings are likely comparable in size
at 100’ in length. With the asylum being L-shaped, it
would likely be a larger structure with its eastern
face also being 100’

Couchiching Beach Park & Parks Canada property line (Simcoe County Maps)
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measuring 50’. Based upon the 1867 Village of Orillia map and adjacent photos, the red line is my
estimate of the approximate location of the asylum using 100’ for both
the north/south axis and east/west axis.
Respectfully, your statement of June 21 of the foundation being
“located on the outskirts of the construction site” is unquestionably
contradicted by the adjacent photos dated 2018-06-27.

Photo looking NNW towards the
Champlain Monument (c19251940) showing lines in the grass
marking the location of the SE
portion of former Orillia
“Lunatic” Asylum. (source
Glenbow Museum)

2016-06-27

The photo in the top left clearly shows the grid pattern of the
foundation walls of the former asylum even eight decades ago! It
would stand to reasom that those patches of dried grass on the thin soil
covering the foundation had be recurring since the asylum building was
razed in the 1890s. Clearly, this grid pattern is not new, and its
existence would not be unknown to experienced City staff. Logically, it
would have been City staff advising Parks Canada and its contractors
about perculiarities of City property offered as a worksite, and not, as
you suggest, City staff
reportedly consulting
Parks Canada regarding
the location of the
asylum foundation. City
staff should be the
experts on City land –
not Parks Canada. If this
preservation of this
fragile legacy had
considered, and the
protection of the
foundation had been
sought, clearly
establishing the work
site to the east of the
monument instead of
the west, would have
accomplished this.
2016-06-27

As suggested, I will reach out Jacqueline Soczka to find
out a contact a Parks Canada. I am unclear, however, as to the purpose of a citizen being directed to
Parks Canada regarding a construction site on Municipal land. My request to you as Mayor and your
colleagues on Council is to take responsibility for the public lands being used as a construction site and
the protection of the fragile soil that will be uncovered from underneath the tons of screenings.
Hopefully this 120 year old legacy will survive for future citizens to see evidence of, and to reflect upon,
the diverse stages of our local history.
Regards
Bruce
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Full Map of the Village of Orillia 1867
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A view from the Asylum looking south-west towards Orillia
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July 24, 2018,
Mayor Clarke,
In the 1920s as Orillia’s fellow communities went to extreme lengths to look back upon the
recent loss of their fallen, Orillia stood out from all others by what we did – and by what we did not do.
Now, in the summer of 2019, under the stewardship of your Council and staff, we as a broader
community who overwhelmingly wish to see the Champlain Monument unchanged, are vastly further
away from this objective with the Monument removed and its re-installation in doubt. Over one century
ago, the Champlain Monument was conceived and designed by Orillians with a culturally laudable goal
of reaching beyond our municipal borders to
extend the message of goodwill between
French and English-speaking people of
Canada. This was a prophetic and
progressive gesture during the turmoil of the
early years of the Borden Government which
was further exacerbated by abyss that
“A Symbol of Goodwill Between the French and English Speaking
Canada tumbled into with War in August
People of Canada” (source Champlain Tercentenary Committee booklet)
1914. As I
have tried to emphasize in my earlier correspondence, Orillia was true to
the motto of ‘Progress Orillia’ as adopted in 1912 by, what I consider to be
the single best Council in our municipal history. It is tragic that your
Council did not challenge the ill-considered comments expressed in the
Toronto Star, and to not publicly defend the fact that the Wendat men
pictured here are not “cowering”. They were cast to convey their pensive
thought of the complex notion of Christianity as then being shared by who
the Recollet Friar LeCaron - who The Star casually referred to as the
“Missionary”. As I previously mentioned, LeCaron, upon whom the
European on the Christianity face was modelled, was the person
Wendat men depicted in
responsible for the first dictionary of the Wendat, Algonquin and
thought while discerning the
Montagnais languages and first to teach reading and writing. Whereas Dr
complex concept of
Christianity
Michael Stevenson feels the European on the Commerce face is Brebeuf, I
interpret that casting to be a person who actually travelled with
Champlain - Etienne Brule. That intrepid Frenchman fully lived the
lifestyle of his adopted indigenous world. Of any 16th century European
explorer, Champlain (a Protestant) was the most accepting of the idea of
integrated multi-culturalism. These were good people, with noble intent.
In a 17th century context, they were exemplary. Why is such positive
messaging not being conveyed?
Will you be the Mayor in office as such history may be removed?
Will your Council be part of the dismembering of the physical embodiment
of the motto of ‘Progress Orillia’ as adopted by your predecessors from
1912? Will you, Council, and staff fail to defend the physical legacy of

Photos c1936 by Clifton
Stewart
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inter-cultural goodwill as conceived by W.S. Frost, J.B. Tudhope, Robert Curran, Erastus Long, David H
Church, and the quintessential Orillian, C. Harold Hale?
As I will contextualize below, as our fellow communities were creating some marvellous tributes
to their fallen from The Great War during this ‘golden-age’ of memorials. Orillia unveiled one of the
most significant monuments in Canada with a very different intent. Instead of casting in stone or bronze
tributes to our war dead, Orillia continued with the pre-war design and an intended messaging at the
unveiling of inter-cultural goodwill. Please note that the molds were not cast until after the War. No
other community did the same. Among prosperous communities, there were very few without
significant public memorials to their community’s fallen – with the notable exception of Orillia.
The unveiling of the Champlain Monument in 1925 remains as the largest gathering in our
community and it was certainly part of our post-war commemorations. As Orillia’s present cenotaph
only came into being in the mid-1960s with the building of the Harvie wing at OSMH, could the
Champlain Monument have been our ‘cenotaph’ for the four preceding decades?
I feel that it may be insightful for you and your colleagues to appreciate just how unique our
community was, and also to appreciate extent to which all of our fellow communities handled their
memorializations following WW1.
Post WW1 Commemorations by Other Communities
Smaller nearby
communities such as
Beaverton and
Sunderland and funded
quite respectable tributes
formed in either stone, or
Italian marble as used by
the hamlet of
Cannington.

Beaverton

Sunderland

Cannington

Orillia’s direct peers, Barrie and Lindsay
commissioned one of the finest sculptors Emanuel Hahn – to create their highly expressive
statues. Hahn’s daughter, Orillia’s recently
deceased Qennefer Browne once told me that her
father would have been a member of the Group
of Seven if there were sculptors allowed.
Midland’s cenotaph is uncommon with its
specific dedication to mariners. Meaford’s and
Collingwood’s unique bronze statues were
Barrie & Lindsay (both by Emanuel Hahn)
modelled on actual local veterans. A rare creation
in Meaford depicts a soldier in a very uncommon action pose. Collingwood’s bronze soldier is depicted
bugling the melancholy tune ‘taps’ which is common at military funerals.
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Communities that were somewhat larger
than Orillia such as Peterborough, Oshawa and
Guelph created astonishing works of
commemorative art.
Peterborough commissioned Walter
Allward, the exceptionally gifted artist who would
later create the breath-taking Vimy Ridge
memorial dedicated to mourning mothers. His
message in Peterborough was clearly one of
opposition to war. Interestingly, Allward had
such respect for the controversial German-born
sculptor Hahn that he bequeathed the very
carving tools Allward used to design the Vimy
memorial to the father of the late Orillian,
Qennefer Browne.

Peterborough (By Walter Allward) with one character
conveying ‘Stop’ with the other depicting ‘War’ is a
anguished winged male being torn from earth with a sword
at his feet

Oshawa’s memorial – largely funded by
J.B. Tudhope’s contemporary Sam McLaughlin - is
impressive due to its imposing scale and the
inclusion of square stone inserts in the base. The
inserted stones
came from; each
allied country,
each major battle
field, numerous
destroyed
Oshawa (by Alfred Howell)
European
cathedrals and
places of higher education, Westminster Abby, stone brought by General
Byng from Vimy, Virginia granite hand picked by Past President
Woodrow Wilson, and even stone cut from the Egyptian pyramids!!!
Despite the scale of this Town’s endeavour, according the 1921 census,
Oshawa’s population was remarkably then only 11,940.
Guelph was an older and better establish community than Orillia
and with 18,178 residents after WW1. Guelph was twice the size of our
Town. Alike Oshawa, they also commissioned Alfred Howell to create
their thought-provoking memorial. The soldier, in their memorial, is
being directed to look at his own name in a scroll, with another person
who is presumably St Peter being too distraught to look. From afar, the
bronze character appears to be a crucifix yet both the ‘Jesus’ and ‘St
Peter’ representations are female!
Guelph (by Alfred Howell)

The most avant-garde and arguably pro-feminist cenotaph, of
which I am aware, has an Orillia connection.
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An Orillia connection to Sault Ste Marie
None of the communities I have mentioned thus far had yet
reach a population of 21,000 by the time of the first census following
WW1. The ‘Soo’s’ population had barely surpassed that number
coming in at 21,094. Their incredible commemorative statue located in
front of their Courthouse was named “Triumph of Right over the God of
War”. It was also commissioned to Alfred Howell.

The bust of Robert
Curran at the Orillia
Public Library by Sydney
March. Following the
death in 1930 of Vernon
March, the creator of the
Champlain Monument,
Sydney and his siblings
completed Vernon’s
Nation War Memorial in
Ottawa

Our leading citizen nicknamed ‘Mr.
Orillia’ was C Harold Hale – the editor of The
Packet. His counterpart in Sault Ste. Marie
was the Orillia-born James Curran – the editor
of Sault Ste Marie’s local paper. Both were
avid historians and tireless promoters of their
Towns. The Curran family’s Orillia News
Letter was at one time was the direct
competitor to the Hale family’s The Packet.
Sault Ste Marie (by Alfred
James Curran’s brother Robert probably still
Howell)
holds the record as Orillia’s longest serving
Mayor. Robert Curran was a member of Council of 1912 that brought us
“Progress Orillia” and the concept of the Champlain Monument.

One reason I
have gone to this extent
in describing post-war
memorials, was to
provide an example
from the 1920s of a
“cowering” male. To my
mind, this is a representative depiction from the
1920s of what the casting in bronze of a
“cowering” male would look like which in NO WAY
is comparable to the Orillia Champlain Monument
– despite that description in The Star.
In the Soo’s culturally challenging
cenotaph, Howell placed a naked male depicting
the ‘God or War’. He is cowering beneath what is
named the ‘Shield of Right’. In a seemingly profeminist depiction in this 1920s artwork, this
‘shield’ is held down beneath the foot, and at the
tip of a sword’ held by a woman. In her other
hand, she is triumphantly holding a sprig of maple
leaves. Sault Ste Marie’s Cenotaph certainly
makes a statement.

James Curran asked the famed British author and poet
Rudyard Kipling to write an inscription for the Sault Ste
Marie Cenotaph. In the dedication to the book Fighting
Men about the Orillia Company of the 157th Battalion
during WW1, author, historian, former Premier and son of
Mayor Frost (1912), Leslie Frost quoted Kipling’s words

Under Premier Frost, many progressive societal changes
came to be, including; OHIP, many social services, greatly
expanded post secondary education and, using period
terminology, ‘native’ voting.
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As with the Champlain Monument, the message of the cenotaph at Sault Ste Marie went far
beyond local commemoration but served to express a then pressing politically motivated sentiment.
What did Orillia do following WW1?
Small to mid-sized Ontario communities created amazing range of works of commemorative art
during the 1920s! Other commemorations were also diverse.
Unlike virtually all fellow communities, Orillia did not create a ‘war’ memorial. What we did do
was far more significant! Keep in mind that part of our post-war remembrances was the unveiling
ceremony of the Champlain Monument.
As a point of reference, possibly some of these works would have cost more than the $34,000
raised for Orillia’s Champlain Monument, but even those marvellous creations of these other
communities none had more than two characters in bronze, none used more than two molds, whereas
Orillia having seven characters and three molds. Apart from Vernon March’s other major work, the
National War Memorial, with a $100,000 budget and 22 bronze figures, I am not aware of any memorial
with as many bronze characters as Orillia’s outstanding Champlain Monument.
Please consider the following;
•

•

•

•

Roughly $100,000 was invested in our Soldiers Memorial Hospital. Together with services
volunteered by local doctors, our veterans had the only
free medical care in the country. (Seven in ten of
‘Orillia’ Company of the 157th Battalion were killed or
injured – roughly twice the national average)
Roughly $100,000 was invested in the Orillia Patriotic
Fund thus distinguishing our Town as having the only
municipally administered fund in Canada that provided
financial assistance to families of our fallen. (One in
five of the 157th‘s ‘Orillia’ Company died in service double what most other communities lost)
Imagine also that during the war years, ‘Orillians’ (as
pointed out to me by Fred
) contributed the
unbelievable sum of $1,138,150 towards the purchase
of war bonds to support the national effort.
It is likely that few other communities would have
incurred the same loss of life, the same burden of care,
and the same drain on financial resources, as Orillia.
Courtesy of Fred
Yet despite this and MOST RELEVANT to our discussion
today Orillia may well have been the only community in
Canada during this tumultuous post-war era to unveil a major bronze statue whose theme was
in part inter-cultural goodwill.

The Champlain Monument was a creation by Orillians that intentionally reach across provincial and
cultural borders in an effort to bridge the gap between two embittered cultural groups of European
origin - being French and English. When the Champlain Monument was conceived prior to The Great
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

JACK
Samuel de Champlain
January-01-19 10:29:52 PM
Autumn "08 046.jpg
IMG 4366.JPG
IMG 8904.JPG

Reflecting on 2019 ....The Champlain monument has been down since Fall of 2017 & a sign from
Parks Canada still hangs on the fencing ...".Monument away for refurbishing..it will be back up ,July
2018"........Time flies....a COMMITEE is now meeting to discuss its restoration. Orillia Council is
represented by the Mayor & Councillor Lauer.
OF INTEREST
**********************
August, 2015....Tornado ravished through Couchiching Beach Park...20 mature Maple Trees
destroyed..several close by the Monument but not a branch touched Champlain...He is the Guardian of
the Park & City...The following week-end was to be the annual TERRY FOX Run..Head-Line in the Orillia
Packett.".Park closed for season"...With the HELP of hundreds of volunteers and the FULL Support of the
Orillia Parks Dept-----it was a mammoth job but the Park was cleared and the Terry Fox EVENT went
forward with added enthusiasm. It is said that several persons observed a smile on Samuel's face. The
Samuel de Champlain Monument has stood for near a century as a symbol Orillia's goodness & strength.

On Jan 1, 2019, at 3:15 PM, JACK

> wrote:

JANUARY 1, 2019......Happy New Year...Our current MP for Simcoe North ..BRUCE
STANTON...has many positive & encouraging statements in the current Orillia
Matters...among them "RESTORATION of the CHAMPLAIN MONUMENT , ORILLIA "
CC: Petition Supporters /friends
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MEDIA MONITORING
This list is not in chronological order nor is it necessarily inclusive of all media leading
up to the release of the Samuel de Champlain Monument Working Group's Final
Report and Recommendations
Motion at Orillia city council recommends return of Champlain Monument
June 21, 2019 | by Ian MacLennan
https://www.bayshorebroadcasting.ca/news_item.php?NewsID=110349
Council rejects cash request for 'reinterpretation piece'
'We have no idea where this is going,' says Coun. Tim Lauer; Council agrees to hold off
on funding request — for now
by: Dave Dawson
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/council-rejects-cash-request-forreinterpretation-piece-1221432
CTV BARRIE: Controversial Orillia Champlain monument back up for discussion
6 p.m. newscast
https://barrie.ctvnews.ca/controversial-orillia-champlain-monument-back-up-fordiscussion-1.4480773
11 p.m. newscast
5:03 minute mark
https://barrie.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=1711948&binId=1.1476789&playlistPageNum=1
Council in favour of returning Champlain Monument, creating 'accompanying
narrative'
Jay Fallis made impassioned plea to remove native component of statue, saying it
would be an 'image that many more in our town could be proud of'
by: Dave Dawson
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/council-in-favour-of-returning-champlainmonumentcreating-accompanying-narrative-1538740
LETTER: Champlain Monument about 'a great explorer': Orillia resident
Orillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/opinion-story/8878092-champlain-monument-about-agreatexplorer-orillia-resident/
Champlain Monument project in limbo, Orillia council hears Monument will not be
reinstalled at this time
NEWS Jul 19, 2018 by Frank Matys Orillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/news-story/8751746-champlain-monument-project-inlimboorillia-council-hears/
Champlain Monument should return to park, forum hears
Removing the monument likened to how 'Nazis were burning books' by participant at
final public workshop hosted by Champlain Working Group
by: Andrew Philips

https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/champlain-monument-should-return-to-parkforumhears-1373592
Context vital in considering future of Champlain Monument: History buff
It's 'a little premature to talk about council's involvement' in the debate, says
Mayor Steve Clarke
April 11, 2018 by Dave Dawson
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/context-vital-in-considering-future-ofchamplain-monumenthistory-buff-887906
Could city council weigh in on debate over future of Champlain Monument?
Letter from Huron-Wendat Nation chief asks council 'to seize the opportunity to make
things right'
April 7, 2018 by Dave Dawson
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/could-city-council-weigh-in-on-debate-overfuture-of-champlainmonument-886349
First Nation Opposition To Champlain Monument
The monument was removed from Couchiching Beach Park by Parks Canada for
restoration.
Tuesday, April 10, 2018 Orillia | by Ken Hashizume
http://www.sunshine89.ca/news_item.php?NewsID=100837
Future of Champlain Monument ignites emotions, sparks ideas
'This is a national conversation,' Fedderson says
January 17, 2018 by: Dave Dawson
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/future-of-champlain-monument-ignitesemotions-sparks-ideas-815028
Future of Champlain Monument should consider its past: Historian
Documents shed light on the 12-year process that led to the unveiling of Champlain
Monument; There is a 'lot of misinformation on social media and it's frustrating'
Mar 16, 2019 by: Dave Dawson
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/future-of-champlain-monument-shouldconsider-its-past-historian-9-photos-1322884
Future of Champlain Monument
Sunday, August 19, 2018
Orillia | by Ian MacLennan
Deciding the future of the monument at Couchiching Park.
http://www.sunshine89.ca/news_item.php?NewsID=103671
GUEST COLUMN: Champlain: Crown of creation or a strutting dandy?
Guest columnist Colin McKim says statue should not be removed because it's not a
record of history, but a work of art
by: OrilliaMatters Staff

https://www.orilliamatters.com/letters-to-the-editor/guest-column-champlain-crown-ofcreation-or-a-struttingdandy-1311461
)
Iconic Orillia statue to be restored
Orillia Today
By Frank Matys
http://www.simcoe.com/news-story/6848350-iconic-orillia-statue-to-be-restored/
.
It's time to have your say on the future of Champlain Monument
City is conducting online survey until end of April; Workshops also planned
by: Dave Dawson
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/its-time-to-have-your-say-on-the-future-ofchamplain-monument-1257096 he
LETTER: Beauty of monument masks an ugly underlying message
'At what cost are we willing to trade saving art against the direct offence and belittling of
people who are our friends and neighbours?' asks letter writer
by: OrilliaMatters Staff
https://www.orilliamatters.com/letters-to-the-editor/letter-beauty-of-monument-masksan-uglyunderlying-message-1389884
LETTER: Champlain Monument is a 'great piece of art'
Local artist says monument is 'one of the best bronzes in Canada'
by: OrilliaMatters Staff
https://www.orilliamatters.com/letters-to-the-editor/letter-champlain-monument-is-agreat-piece-of-art-1263647
LETTER: Champlain Monument sculptor 'transcended human nature'
'It's a miracle something as beautiful as the Champlain Monument exists,' says letter
writer
by: OrilliaMatters Staff
https://www.orilliamatters.com/letters-to-the-editor/letter-champlain-monumentsculptortranscended-human-nature-1378965
LETTER: Champlain should be returned to 'its rightful place'
Citizen writes open letter to Mayor Steve Clarke urging him to 'respect and satisfy the
wishes of the citizens of Orillia'
by: OrilliaMatters Staff
https://www.orilliamatters.com/letters-to-the-editor/letter-champlain-should-be-returnedto-itsrightful-place-1399025
LETTER: Mess left in wake of Champlain's departure a 'blight to Orillia'
'Citizens of Orillia want the precious statue of Champlain' returned, says letter writer
by: OrilliaMatters Staff
https://www.orilliamatters.com/letters-to-the-editor/letter-mess-left-in-wake-ofchamplains-departure-a-blight-toorillia-1102171

LETTER: Opportunity for understanding
Saturday, September 10, 2016 12:48:25 EDT PM
http://www.orilliapacket.com/2016/09/09/letter-opportunity-for-understanding
LETTER: People wanting to re-write history are causing the problem
Art in public spaces records the views and beliefs of the era when it was created, says
letter writer
by: OrilliaMatters Staff
https://www.orilliamatters.com/letters-to-the-editor/letter-people-wanting-to-re-writehistory-arecausing-the-problem-1399054
LETTER: Public consultation process flawed, says Metis leader
How is ignoring Metis respectful, asks Grand Chief
by: OrilliaMatters Staff
https://www.orilliamatters.com/letters-to-the-editor/letter-public-consultation-processflawed-says-metis-leader-1305618
OPINION EDITORIAL
Cooler heads prevail in monument discussion
The Packet & Times
Wednesday, October 11, 2017
http://www.orilliapacket.com/2017/10/11/cooler-heads-prevail-in-monument-discussion
OPINION: Champlain monument part of Orillia's cultural heritage
Opinion April 16, 2018 Orillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/opinion-story/8392074-champlain-monument-part-of-orillia-scultural-heritage/
Return monument to park, reader tells Orillia council
OPINION April 24, 2018 Orillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/opinion-story/8563693-return-monument-to-park-reader-tellsorillia-council/
Return Orillia's Champlain Monument to park
OPINION May 7, 2018 Orillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/opinion-story/8589200-return-orillia-s-champlain-monumenttopark/
Orillia Champlain Monument recommendation expected this spring
by Sara Carson mailto:scarson@simcoe.comOrillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/news-story/9061624-orillia-champlain-monumentrecommendationexpected-this-spring/
Orillia’s Champlain monument restoration on hold
CTV Barrie

Published Wednesday, July 18, 2018 7:11PM EDT
VIDEO CLIP: https://barrie.ctvnews.ca/orillia-s-champlain-monument-restoration-onhold-1.4018930
Orillia's Champlain Monument 'doesn't tell the whole story': Lawson
New art installation reflecting First Nations perspective planned for same site
NEWS Aug 11, 2017 by Frank Matys
https://www.simcoe.com/news-story/7494275-orillia-s-champlain-monument-doesn-ttell-the-whole-storylawson/
Orillia's Champlain Monument 'offensive and degrading': Sioui Parks Canada
aware of concerns
NEWS April 10, 2018 by Frank Matys Orillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/news-story/8382446-orillia-s-champlain-monument-offensiveand-degradingsioui/
Past and future of Champlain Monument to be discussed at OMAH event
Lakehead professor will deliver talk entitled 'Stories in Bronze: Orillia's Champlain
Monument and Indigenous (Mis) Representations in Commemorative Sculpture'
April 5, 2018 by: OrilliaMatters Staff
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/past-and-future-of-champlain-monument-tobe-discussed-atomah-event-883612
Restoration of Orillia's Champlain Monument delayed for year
Orillia Today
By Frank Matys
http://www.simcoe.com/news-story/7029053-restoration-of-orillia-s-champlainmonument-delayed-for-a-year/
Steer clear of 'knee-jerk' response on monument: Orillia Councillor/Mayor says
monument could co-exist with other installations
by Frank Matys Orillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/news-story/8844637-steer-clear-of-knee-jerk-response-onmonument-orillia-councillor/
Time running out to have your say on future of Champlain Monument
Workshop on tap tonight and Saturday; online survey ends April 31
by: Dave Dawson
https://www.orilliamatters.com/local-news/time-running-out-to-have-your-say-on-futureof-champlain-monument-1367878
Debate ongoing over what changes will be made to the Samuel de Champlain
statue
By Patrick Bales, The Orillia Packet & Times
Thursday, October 5, 2017 6:20:40 EDT PM

http://www.orilliapacket.com/2017/10/05/debate-ongoing-over-what-changes-will-bemade-to-the-samuel-dechamplain-statue
Time to right 'unjust portrayal' of Native people: Orillia resident
OPINION April 30, 2018 Orillia Today
https://www.simcoe.com/opinion-story/8577800-time-to-right-unjust-portrayal-ofnativepeople-orillia-resident/
Orillia’s Champlain monument is a controversial landmark. Now, restoration aims
to change our views
By John Barber, Special to the Star
Fri., Sept. 14, 2018
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2018/09/14/orillias-champlain-monument-is-acontroversial-landmark-now-restoration-aims-to-change-our-views.html
Sketches of Orillia, a town that shares Canada’s birthday and so much more
By Katie Daubs, Feature Writer
Sat., June 24, 2017
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada-150/2017/06/24/sketches-of-orillia-a-town-thatshares-canadas-birthday-and-so-much-more.html

